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CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM ACT 
ADVISORY GROUP REPORT 

This is the report of the Southern District of Iowa Civil Justice Reform Act Advisory Group. 

Under the Act, the Advisory Group is charged: (1) to identify the sources of unnecessary costs and delay 

and, if any, (2) to propose responses. The work of the Advisory Group is ongoing. As is evident from the 

Report, the Advisory Group is satisfied that the Souther"n District of Iowa is operating efficiently and the 

results of both the docket assessment and the survey of practitioners confirm this belief. 

Because of the long history of c1ess association with the~trict of Iowa, including 

uniform local rules, the high number of attorneys and parties who al2£ear in both distric;J:;, and our 
--- --------- . 

committee's perceived need to avoid what some appear to have called 'Judicial balkanization," the 

Committee" has also specifically considered and commented upon each of the recommendations of the 

Northern District Committee. Whatever Plan is eventually adopted, the Committee recommends uniform 

application and implementation in both the districts of Iowa. For ease of review, we have followed a format 

for presentation similar to that used by the Northern District. 

l. DESCRIPTION OF THE COURT 

A. "Number and location of divisions; number of district judgeships authorized by 28 U.S.C. 

§ 133; number of magistrate judgeships authorized by the Judicial Conference. 

The· United States District Court for the Southern District of Iowa substantially includes the 

southern half of Iowa. There are forty-six counties which are grouped into six statutory divisions under 28 

U.S.c. § 95(b). Judicial business in three of the divisions has been pretermittc9 and transferred to the other 

three divisions as follows: 

1. The Central Division consists of twenty-eight counties with the court seat at Des Moines. ---2. The Davenport Division consists of nine counties with the court seat at Davenport. 

3. The Western Division consists of nine counties with the court seat at Council Bluffs..-
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A third district court jl!dge was aliI horjzed under Title II of the Judicial Improvements Act of 1990 

and Judge Ronald E . Longstaff has assumed those duties. The district is also authorized two full-time (the 

second position was effective in January 1990) and two part-time magistrate judges. 

B. Special statutory status, if any 

The Southern District of Iowa will not serve as a pilot court or an early implementation district. 

II. ASSESSMENT OF CONDITIONS IN THE DISTRICT 

A. Condition of the Docket 

1. What is the "condition of the civil and criminal dockets" (28 U.S.c. 

§ 472(c)(1)(A))? 

2. What have been the "trends in case filings and in the demands being placed on 

court resources" (28 U.S.c. § 472(c)(1)(B))? 

Civil case filings have declined significantly after reaching a peak of 2,091 in 1988 (there were 

approximately 850 asbestos cases filed in June 1988). The civil cases fued by the United States have 

declined as a percentage of all civil case fuings (55 percent in 1986 to 31 percent in 1990) and are nearly 

one-half in real numbers (461 to 235) for those years. The number of private civil case filings has declined 

by only 9 percent (840 in 1986 to 764 in 1990). 

The types of cases filed have not changed with the exception of the asbestos cases in 1988. 

Regarding U.S. civil filings, 78 percent (1986) to 82 percent (1987) are attributable to three areas: contract, 
----~--~----~--- -------- ~ 

rea] property, and social securi!y. That share has remained fairly constant, except for 1989 when, there was 

a large increase in the number of forfeiture proceedings emanating from an expanded-criminal docket in that 

year. Forfeiture proceedings amounted to 11 percent of the civil docket in 1989. Civil rights cases filed by 

prisoners have consistently 'been over 300 each year and have maintained a stable percentage of private civil ------
filings (340 or 40 percent in 1986 and 361 or 47 percent in 1990). The relationship of habeas corpus to 

prisoner civil rights filings has also remained stable at 1 to 6. With the exception of 1988 (a ten fold 
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increase due to asbestos cases), tort cases have also remained stable at 12 percent to 16 percent of the total 

civil filings. 

Terminations of civil cases exceeded filings for 1989-1991. Filings exceeded terminations in 1986, 

1987 and 1988. This was affected oy the vacant judgeship for 15 months in 1986 and 1987. If the asbestos 

cases filed in 1988 are not considered, terminations would outnumber the filings in that year, also. The 

number of terminations per judgeship is higher than the national average. The following statistics give some 

indication of the productivity of the judges and the state of the current docket. The first table shows the 

ratio of pending cases to terminated cases and is believed to be a good estimate of the true average duration 

of a court's cases. 

YEAR 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 (through 

September) 

* Asbestos cases 

FILING~ 
1449 
1301 
1467 
2091 
1177 
994 
1061 

891 

Ratio of Pending Cases to Terminations 

PENDING TERMINATIONS 
1474 1381 
1495 1280 
1788 1174 
2404 1471 
2322 1259 
2262 1010 
1205 2107* 
1204 881 

RATIO 
1.07 
1.17 
1.52 
1.63 
1.84 
2.24 
0.57 
1.37 

The following statistics show the number of case terminations per judgeship (based on 2.5 judges) 

and the number of terminations per judge: 

Case Terminations Per Judgeship 

1. July-December 1989 = 251.2 (41.9 per month) 
2. January-December 1990 = 457.6 (38.1 per month) 
3. January-June 1991 = 842.8 (70.2 per month) 
4. January-September 1992 = 293.7 (32.6 per month 

based on 3 Judgeships) 
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Case Terminations by Judge 

1. Judge Vietor 
July-December 1989 - 217 (36.2 per month) 
January-December 1990 = 379 (31.6 per month) 
January-December 1991 = 417 (34.5 per month) 
January-September 1992 = 228 (32 per month) 

2. Judge Wolle 
July-December 1989 = 202 (33.7 per month) 
January-December 1990 = 363 (30.3 per month) 
January-December 1991 = 1349 (112.4 per month) 
January-September 1992 = 306 (36 per month) 

3. Judge O'Brien 
July-December 1989 = 124 (20.7 per month) 
January-December 1990 = 209 (17.4 per month) 
January-December 1991 = 227 (18.9 per month) 
January-September 1992 = 36 

4. Judge Stuart 
July-December 1989 = 19 
January-December 1990 = 35 
January-December 1991 = 24 
January-September 1992 = 19 

5. Judge Longstaff (cases shown are referred with the consent of the parties under 28 u.s.c. 
§ 636(C)(1) until November 1991 when Judge Longstaff became a District Judge) 
July-December 1989 '= 20 
January-December 1990 = .35 
January-December 1991 = 73 

. January-September 1992 = 197 (21.9 per mon~h) 

6. Judge Bremer (cases shown are referred with the consent of the parties under 28 U.S.c. 
§ 636(C)(1) 
January-December 1990 = 6 
January-December 1991 = 15. 
January-September 1992 = 24 

7. Judge Bennett (cases shown are referred with the consent of-the parties under 28 U.S.c. 
§ 636(C)(1» 
January-September 1992 = 11 

The figures for the number of terminations, number of trials completed and time from issue to trial of civil 

cases are equal to or better than the national average. 

The number of cases in excess of three years old and the percentage of the court's docket in excess 

of three years old decreased in the 14-month period studied. Only in certain limited classes of cases did the 
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cases increase in real numbers. The class of greatest numbers (prisoner civil rights and habeas) showed a 16 

percent decrease in cases three years old or more. 

CRIMINAL DOCKET 

Criminal case filings have increased significantly as a percentage of all case filings (7 percent in 1986 

to 11 percent in 1990). There are more criminal cases going to trial, and the sentencing reform act requires 

more time for the judges to prepare for sentencings and more time in court for the sentencings. 

Criminal cases that Went to Trial 

1986 ..................... . 
1987 ..................... . 
1988 ..................... . 
1989 ................ ..... . 
1990 ....... .............. . 
1991. .............. ...... . 
1992 (9 months). 

21 Trials 
19 Trials 
21 Trials 
32 Trials 
26 Trials 
27 Trials 
25 Trials 

The Committee has reviewed the Advisory Committee reports of other Districts and like the 

Northern District of Iowa, much of the delay in the civil docket is attributed to the growth of the criminal 

docket and the statutory and constitutional requirements which give precedence to it. This committee 

observed a similar pattern in the Southern District but the magnitude of its effect has yet to be felt. 

Many p'-.dvisory Committees express the belief that the growth of the criminal docket and the court 

time necessary to respond is primarily the result of a national commitment to federalization of prosecutions 

(e.g., drugs), and legislative attention to those prosecutions (e.g., sentencing guidelines). In addition, 

congress has enacted expansions of federal jurisdiction in the civil area. [See Report of the Federal Courts 

Study Committee (1990).] 

These events are largely if not entirely beyond the control or even influence of the district court. In 

the event the condition of the civil docket should worsen, this Committee should be prepared to make 

further recommendations in response. 
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CONCLUSION 

The state of the docket is good and has improved with the addition of the third judge. The transfer 

of asbestos cases reduced the pending civil caseload by almost one half. 

6 
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nUNG50F CIVIL AND CRIMlt{An~r~ 
CIVIL CASES CRIMINAL CASES TOTAL CASES ., 

FILIRGS (U.S . ) (PRIVAT E) TERMINATIONS (U.S.) (PR IVATE) PENDING (U.S.) (PRIVATE) FILINGS TERMINATIONS PENDING FILINGS TERMINATIONS PENDING 
... ---_ .. ..... - ... -- ... - ..... --_ ...... _- --_ .. -- ...... ... --_ .. --_ ............... _ .. _ .. .. .. ............. .. _ ....... '"' ... _ ....... -- .......... ......... - .. --- ..... .. .............................. --_ ..................... ... ............ - ... --_ . .... -- ... - .. -- -- .............. -_ .. -- ----, 

1~86 1,301 461 840 I,m HO 836 1,499 m 1,072 100 101 46 1,401 1,377 1,545 

1987 1,468 565 903 I,m 411 762 1,790 579 1.211 67 80 34 1,535 1,253 1,824 

1988 2,091 387 1,704 1.469 627 842 2,,410 338 2,207 119 88 64 2,210 1,557 2,474 - . ----- .. -.~ ... 

1989 1,177 321 856 1,259 363 896 2. 321 296 2, 206 101 111 51 1,278 1,370 2,373 

1990 999 235 764 1,010 256 754 2,262 264 1, 998 129 109 67 1,128 1, 119 2,329 

1991 (6 l OS) 528 634 2.145 61 SO 62 589 684 2,207 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

"tttttt!!tltttttlitllt!t"'lt"lt"tt 

CIVIL CASES COMMENtEO BY NATURE Of SUIl •• PRIVATE CASES 

MARINE MOTOR VEHICLE OTHER OTHER PRTIURrnETIITORS COPYRIGHT ••• _ •••••••••••• -............ PATENT 

CONTRACT REAL PROPERTY FElA PERSONAL INJURY PERSONAL INJURY PERSONAL INJURY TORTACTIONS ANI IlRUS! ClYIl RIGHTS- COMMERCE HA8E~S CORPUS CIVIL RIGHIS IRAOEKARK LABOR SUIIS ALL OTllfR< 
.... __ .. ---- ............ ---- ............ -........ -- ...... ... .. _ .. _ ...... - -- -_ ... _ ...... _ ............................... -......... .......... ----_ ... ..... .. - _ ..... ....... . --- - ......... -- -_._- ..... _-----_ .. _- ....... _ .. - ..... --_ ... ---- ... -...... --- ... --_ ...... _ ......... -------------_ .. _- .. ---- ... ------ ................ - ... _------ .. _--- ........ _- ... ----_ .... -----.. 

106 

157 

137 

94 

94 

36 

15 2~ 

17 41 

13 23 

11 

-----

32 87 15 113 

28 8~ 28 8& 

35 944 15 71 

16 70 14 6~ 

27 78 74 

itllillttlit'tl'I'tflt'I'SStSSS'I"'" 

CIVIL CASES COHHE HCE~ BY NATURE Of SUIT .- UNITE~ STATES CASES 

PRISONER PETITIONS 

--r-

-~l - - 289-

38 m 

4~ 2~8 

48 399 

49 312 

LAND OTHER HOIlONS TO fORFEITURES SOCIAL 

~o 3~- -

~7 28 

!7 H 

l' 33 

13 32 

CONTRACT COHDEHNATIOH REAL PROPERTY TORT ACTIONS AHTlIRUS I CIVIL RIGHTS VACATE SENTENCE H.ASEAS CORPUS CIVIL RIGHIS AHO PEHALI IES LABOR sum SEcuRi1Y TAX SOIlS AITOIIIER 
........ - _ .. __ .. __ ... _ ................. _ ._ ... __ ...... ___ ... - - - _ .... .......... .. _ . _ _ __ .. _____ ........................................ - _ ... _ ... ........ ___ .. __ .. _ ... __ ... - ___ ......... _ .. e ___ ........ ______ .. __ ..... __ .... _ .... __ ..... e ____ .. __ ... __ ... _ .. _ .......... _ ... _ ... __ .. ______ . ... -------.. -- ----------.. --------------- .... - - _ .... . 

189 71 23 11 99 9 32 

187 121 20 13 13 8 153 3S 

142 76 11 10 96 r- - - -(5 

68 33 17 33 100 20--- 29 

31 49 20 -,6 11--24 

, , , ISS t t S t , S tit t ~ * I 1St * .* S ~ S t * * * * * t , t * * 

54 

S~ 

n 
~r 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CIVIL CASES CIVIL CASES OVER CIVIL CASES ASSIGNED CIVIL CASES TERMINATED CIVIL CASES CIVIL CASES OVER mIL CASES ASSIGNED CIVIL CASES TERMINATED CIVIL CASES CIVIL CASES OVER 
m~tN6 THRtt--\'fAR-Htt---jULT1~a9_itiROUGH-_jutY-m9_itiROU6H--f'END I NG---iHREHEAR5-Ql~__:JUl:Y__t990 --lHROU6H----3 UL'¥--i 990-THROUGH PENDING---iHREHEARS-oL~ 

JUNE 30, 1989 JUNE 1989 JUNE 30, 1990 JUNE 30, 1990 JUNE 30, 1990 JUNE 30, 1990 JUNE 30, 1991 JUNE 30, 1991 JUNE 30, 1991 JUNE 30 I 1991 

DGE DONALD 0 'BRIEN 406 28 2S0 246 409 56 217 219 406 57 

I 
OGE W. C. STUART 46 32 33 46 34 16 

DGE HAROLD VIETOR 473 20 425 439 458 30 415 478 392 26 

DGE CHARLES WOLLE 1343 24 373 419 1296 56 423 446 1282 889 

OGE R. E. LONGSTAFF 36 32 45 25 48 35 37 

. UOGE CELESTE BREHER 6 18 12 10 

PPOIHm fULL f1t1HA6tSffihfriHUD6E-lAHUAArmO-:-. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------_. 
- . .,...........--

THREE YEAR OLD CASES 
',*'U:*'IIIIIIIUI* 

PRISONER CASES 
----------------- OTHER OTHER 

CIVIL HABEAS CIVIL PRODUCT REAL EMPLOYMENT LABOR STATUTORY PATENT PERSONAL 
RIGHTS CORPUS RIGHTS CONTRACT SECURITIES ANTITRUST LIABIL!TY PROPERTY FORfEITURE DISCRIMINATlON INSURANCE LAU ASBESTOS FELA ACTS TRADEMARK BANKING fRAUD INJURY 

SEPTEMBER 30, 1991 3S 8 1& 3 18 3 

JULY 1. 1991 34 8 3 20 878 9 

J UL Y 1. 1990 42 7 12 '2 10 29 6 

~~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CASES COMMENCED BY NATURE OF SUIT 

PRIVATE CIVIL CASES FILED 1986-1990 

ALL OTHER· (7 .7%) __ --.T"rr>~ 
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CASES COMMENCED BY NATURE OF SUIT 

U. S. CIVIL C'ASES FILED 1986-1990 

SOCIAL SECURITY (26 .6%) 

FORFEITURES/PENALTIES (4.0%) 
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TORT ACTIONS (3.4%) 
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B. Cost and Delay 

1. Is there excessive cost and delay in civil litigation in this district? What is the 

supporting evidence for the Group's finding? 

The Committee has been unable to identify significant or excessive cost and delay beyond the 

obvious and this finding impacts our recommendations. Costs of depositions, expert witnesses, travel and 

other particular features have increased, ~s noted by nearly all. Informal surveys of corporate counsel 

corroborate the view that discovery is the primary cost issue for business. However, there is no basis to 

believe the Southern District is higher than elsewhere. 

A survey of civil practitioners revealed no perception of unreasonable delays. Those delays that 

were noted were attributed to non-judicial factors (conduct of counse~ clients, 'or insurers). Ineffective case 

management by magistrates and judges was rarely cited and posed only "~oderate" delay. (Survey Result 

Summary attached.) 

A survey of attorneys who have handled cases against the government (1989-1991) confirmed this 

observation. 

By a majority of 2 to 1, respondents indicate they have not encountered unreasonable 

delays. Discovery practices, motions, and conduct of counsel were commonly cited as a 

._source of delays while the court's pre-trial procedures generally were looked upon 

favorably. 

Respondents generally supported, or at least were willing to try, various measures designed 

to improve the efficiency of the court. Respondents generally opposed mandatory 

arbitration while supporting voluntary ADR techniques. 

. 
2. If there is a problem with cost and delay, what are its "principal causes" (28 

U.S.c. § 472(c)(1)(C»)? 

a. The "squeeze" of the criminal docket, and time necessary in response. 

b. Conduct of opposing counsel, clients or insurers. 

c. Unnecessary discovery. 
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d. Prolonged discovery disputes. 

e. The volume of the docket in particular classes of cases (prisoner pro se). 

f. Similar to other Committee observations, "the passage of legislation which 

increases the workload of the federal court without commensurate increase 

in judicial resources results in additional delays in civil litigation." 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS AND THEIR BASIS 

A. State the "recommended measures, rules and programs" (28 U.S.c. § 472(b)(3», such as 

recommended local rules, dispute resolution programs, or other measures, and for each 

explain how it relates to an identified condition and how it would help the court reduce 

excessive cost and delay. 

It appears delay in the Southern District is not unreasonable; the Committee has only a few specific 

recommendations, targeted to areas of immediate concern. 

1. Prisoner Pro Se Litigation 

Of the cases that are filed approximately 50 percent are dismissed at the initial review stage as 

\(" 
frivolous. Of the cases that survive initial review, it is estimated that one-third result in prisoners obtaining 

appointed counsel where the Eighth Circuit criteria for appointed counsel is satisfied. The Iowa State Bar 

Association has obtained a grant from IOLTA which for the last several years as allowed the appointment of 

private attorneys who are paid around $600.00 per case. There are 60-70 of these cases from the Southern 

District per year. 

The grant does not allow appointment for all cases that need counseL The Southern District has 

enacted a plan for representation of indigent plaintiffs as of March, 1992, to assess' members of the Federal 

Bar $50.00 if they do not want to take appointed cases. This source of funding should replace the IOLTA 

grant as of the Spring of 1994 and should provide for continued funding for a program similar to the present 

Bar Association grant. 
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Before a pro se petition can get ftled, it has to be screened, by the pro se law clerk. Perhaps 40 

percent of the pro se ftlings are dismissed as frivolous. Because of the sheer volume of fIlings, initial reviews 

can now take as much as three months to be processed. Apparently the Administrative OffIce of the court 

system has proposed that each federal court have one pro se clerk for every 209 pro se filings, contrasted 

with the present ratio of one clerk per 300 filings. The rate in the Southern District is approaching 415 per 

year. 

Another source of delay in the existing pro se prisoner litigation results from a practice of referring 

prisoner cases to Magistrates for evidentiary hearings that often take place in Fort Madison. When cases 

are referred to Magistrates for reports and recommendations there is obviously an extra appeal stage 

imposed on all parties. The alternative is to get the parties to consent more often with an early fIrm trial 

date as an inducement. 

a. Add a second pro se clerk. 

b. Induce consents to trials before Magistrates, rather than reports and recommendations. 

c. Initiate a pilot project implementing an expedited docket for prisoner cases, the 

components of which might include: 

The defendants shall retain 40 days within which to ftle their answer. If plaintiff is 

pro se, at the time of the answer and in addition, the defendants will file a 

Preliminary Status Report which shall include: 

the nature of the plaintiffs claim; 

the nature of the defense; 

a description of documents which defendants will deliver to plaintiff 

voluntarily; 

a description of the discovery which defendants believe will be necessary 

prior to trial; 

a tentative list of witnesses necessary for trial; 
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a statement whether the case based upon the information provided is 

suitable for submission to the expedited process. 

If plaintiff is represented by counsel, counsel for plaintiffs and defendants will discuss by 

telephone with~n 10 days of the filing of the answer, and submit a report of that conference 

and discussion within 10 days thereafter as to each of the items identified above. If the 

criteria for expedited processes are met, discovery, trial briefs, and pretrial motions would 

be prohibited. Trial would be limited to two hours or less to be held at Fort Madison 

before the Magistrate Judge. Trial would be set no less than 60 and no more than 90 days 

after answer. 

2. Federal "Small Claims" Docket 

The suggested title does not denigrate the value of the claims to the parties but refers to pre-trial 

resources that, like the prisoner pro se cases, could be saved by consensually fast-tracking certain cases. The 

Committee recommends further study and implementation by rule for those cases wherein consent to such a 

process could be requested. If results from the prisoner docket justify continued or increased use, and 

expansion of the program appears to be of some benefit in this class of cases, legislative recommendations 

will be consider~d as part of the continuing work of this committee. 

3. Alternative Dispute Resolution 

The Northern District committed'in a formal way to the concept. The Committee recommends the 

Court's involvement should be limited to providing ADR availability, encouraging and facilitating its use. 

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is a term which encompasses a n'umber of different processes 

used to resolve litigation other than the traditional court or jury trial. Some such processes are handled by 

the court (settlement conferences, summary jury trials) while others take place outside the traditional system 

(mediation, arbitration). The committee believes that greater awareness of the various forms of ADR by the 

court, the attorneys and the parties, will lead to greater use of ADR. In turn, it is believed that an increased 
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use of ADR will result in getting cases settled earlier and more cost effectively to the litigants and/or 

taxpayers. It is recognized that not all cases are appropriate for ADR. Furthermore, the committee does 

not feel a mandatory, court-sponsored ADR program is needed or desirable at this time. In order to 

increase the awareness and voluntary use of ADR, the committee makes the following- recommendations. 

1. At the time the parties are sent the 120 Day Report, they should also be sem information 

on the different ADR procedures available, including the cost involved in each. [Either our committee or 

one of the other bar committees which are studying ADR could prepare this.] This information sheet should 

inform the parties that the court encourages them to utilize ADR and to discuss the benefits of doing so 

with their clients. Mandating this discussion by requiring clients to sign scheduling orders or requiring 

attorneys certification was discussed but is not recommended by the committee. 

2. The court should, on cases it deems appropriate, actively encourage attorneys during 

hearings and conferences during the course of the litigation to consider the use of ADR and to discuss ADR 

with their clients. Mandatory in-person status conferences to discuss discovery and ADR availability were 

discussed but are not recommended. The demand on already premium magistrate-judge time as well as the 

indirect costs of substantial travel time for clients and court militates against adoption. Telephone 

~onferences in the alternative were discounted as not as effective in achieving the desired results. The 

committee reco~mends a Pilot Project be implemented where 20-25 percent of cases would be selected, at 

the discretion of the court, for in-person meetings with counsel and parties to discuss ADR alternatives. 

This committee, as part of its ongoing responsibilities, wou~d assist in compilation and review of data, to 

determine the efficacy and effect on the docket. 

3. At the fmal pretrial conferences, the court should inquire of all parties on the record 

whether they have discussed ADR with each other and with their clients. 

4. Because participation in this project at this stage is voluntary, the cost of any ADR process 

should be the responsibility of the parties. Those costs (e.g. expenses and fees of arbitrator/mediator; 

experts, if any, for summary jury trial) would be far less than anticipated at trial. 
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4. UNIFORM COURT RULES (NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN DISTRICTS) 

Historically the Northern and Southern District have attempted to achieve uniformity in practice, to 

the extent possible, through Local Rules. The committee believes this is a laudable goal which should 

continue to be pursued, for the convenience of the court, and counsel and parties who practice in both 

districts. 

The committee reviewed each of the recommendations for rule changes of the Northern District 

Advisory Committee contained in its December 30, 1991, report. This committee recommends adoption of 

only No.8: 

The court should adopt a local rule governing the identification of 
documents withheld by any party on a claim of privilege: 

Where a claim of privilege or work product protection is asserted in 
objecting to any interrogatory or document demand, the party asserting the 
privilege shall identify with respect to each communication the nature and 
basis of the privilege claimed. Upon request, the party shall provide as . 
much of the follO\ving information as is not encompassed by the privilege: 
(A) its type; (B) its general subject matter and purpose; (C) its date; 
(D) the names of persons making or receiving the communication or a 
copy thereof or, if the communication was oral, of those present when it 
was made; (E) their relationship to the author or speaker; and (F) any 
other information needed to determine the applicability of the privilege or 
protection. 

Our singular recommendation is not a negative comment on the substance of the Northern District 

recommendatioiis. The comments and observations are obviously the result of a great deal of thought and 

energy. This committee does not differ with the wisdom or the need for some of the procedures noted but 

only with the necessity for a Local Rule to achieve the desired result. This Committee believes many of the 

recommended actions are already within the discretion of the magistrate-judges or the district court judges. 

The committee recommends a joint meeting be held by the committee~ for both the Northern and 

Southern districts and the courts to discuss and perhaps arrive at uniform rules. This committee believes a 

joint meeting to be consistent with present responsibilities and our on-going responsibilities. 

The recommendations made here, while not extensive, are consistent with the perceived need in the 

Southern District. Additional time and resource commitments will be required of the court and attorneys in 

12 



implementation of the Pilot Projects, but the results in reduced costs and delays may be significant, justifying 

expansion of rhe Projecls. 

As tbe docket analyse,s indicate, the districl is fortunate to have avoided many of the mOre egregious 

examples of delay. This committee believes after review, lhat chis is attributable to prior utilizacion of many 

docket control mechanisms by the courts of this district, both formally and informally. 

The Southern District already, and has for some Lime, involved judicial officers in identificalion of 

complex cases, early management of pre-trial processes, encouragement of non-judicial resolution of 

discovery disputes, and judicial involvement \vich the parties in settlement discussions. In this repol'l, the 

committee has recommended greater use of ADR be encouraged but not mandated. Early neutral 

evaluation was not included. The committee believes chal mandating such a program is not presently 

necessary and would not reduce delays but instead pOlentially increase costs. implementation of pilot 

projects will facilitate planfuJ chaoge, only after data collected suggest effective procedures. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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CIVIL JUSTICE REFORl'-1 ACT - ADVISORY GROUP 
SDIA ATTORNEY SURVEY RESULTS 

Background Information 

1. ", For hmv many years have yo~ been practicing law? I rz Years. 

2. What percentage (estimated of your practice (of time spent) is devoted 
to civil litigation? Z?L) % 

-
3. During the past three years, tvhat percentage (estimated) of your civil 
litigation practice was in the SDIA? 02 ~ % 

4. During the past three years, what percentage (estimated) of your civil 
litigation practice was in the NDIA? ~ % 

5. During the past three years, what percentage (estimated) of your civil 
li tigation practice tvas in state District Courts? £l % 

' 6: "HoW'many practicing lawyers are "there in your "firm or organization? 
I&d., ;t'ufe: wi+hca:t .,5-fa...-f-e a:Hort1-eC;s aUev-a-se.., is d-.q . 

7. What percentage (estimated) of your civil litigation practice consists 
of representing plaintiffs? :zr~ ~ 

8. vihat percentage (estimated) of vour civil litigation practice consists 
of represe~ting defendants? :zr~ % 

The following questions pertain to your civil litigation experience in the 
SDIA during the past three years. 

8.5 Hav~ you encountered unreasonable delays? q Yes 13 Ho 

If yes, hm"]" much have each of the follmving contributed to these delays? 

None Sliohtly Mod~rGtelv SUbstcnticll If 

Tactics of opposing counsel ( 4 .2 
"-I- ~-

Conduct of clients .2. ~ ~, 
"" "" 

Conduct of insurers Ii -'- ot 

Personal or office practice }{ ~ inefficiencies -L 
Judicial inefficiencies I ..3 2 --

Rules of Practice 5 £ -
9. !-lave you found such litigation to be unnecessari.ly costly? 

q Yes _l3-NO Exp1ain: 



- -2-

- No, not yet, but I can see the potential for it. 

- A lengthy time it takes to bring a case to trial in the ~DIA seems 
to. increase the cost of litiga~ion. 

- Need a discovery referee (magis) to promote quick dispute 
resolution in discovery; Defendants do not make good faith effort 
to respond to discovery requirement of ~ounsel making a good faith 
effort to resolve results in a paper game; court isn't much help. 

- Defendants make litigation as costly for plaintiffs as possible; 
Corp defendants interpose frivolous objections resulting delay 
and paper games. 

- Failure to respond to discovery requests - stone,·mlling. 

- Too much needless discovery; trial delays; courts resistance 
to follow rules'. 

- Unnecessary motions; Excessive depositions. 

- Depositions and expert lees are the most significant items. 

- Cost of experts, number of lawyers involved. 

- Much is products liability in character. This normally 
necessitates experts, their depositions and tests, etc. 

If yes, hm·] much have each of the following contributed to the 
unnecessary costs? Explain: 

- Disputes over discovery would be the largest potentia~ contributor. 

- Clients (corp & large org~. l do not di'vulge information to counsel 
or counsel k.110'·7S but objects In all manner of obstructionist 
objections. 

- Defendants case run by a corporate counsel; don't tell. local 
counsel truth ·or tell them to object without making ~ood faith 
effort to comply with FRCP's. 

- A useless motion practice; or unnecessary discovery (fishing 
expeditions) cause high costs; the courts failure to enforce 
rules re~uires duplication of efforts. 

None Sl iahtly Moderatelv Substanticll v 

conduct of counsel I --.. ~ ~ --

Conduct of clients rl · 2- ~ J 

, i 

., , 



.. j .... 

- -3--

Conduct of insurers J J 

" 

Personal or office 
practice inefficiencies 0( -
Judicial inefficiencies ~ 

Explain: 

- (Conduct of insurers above - unknmVD), Don't know extent of delay from -
unnecessary motions is from insurance carriers or defense counsel. 

10. To what extent have tactics of 
delays or unnecessary costs? 

counsel contributed to unreasonable 
- . 

,5--None -LSlight -? Moderate ,3 -Substantial 

If you selected moderate or substantial please indicate the extent to 
which each of the following tactics of counsel contributed to your assessment . 

Substantially Moderately Slightly None 

Unnecessary use of Interroga
tories 

Too many interrogatories 

Toq.many depositions 

Too many deposition questions 

Overbroad document requests 

,Overbroad responses to document 
production requests 

Unavailability of witness or 
counsel 

Raising frivolous objections 

Failure to attempt in good faith 
to resolve issues without court 

, intervention ~ 

U,m:wrranted sanctions motions I 
Lac}: of profess ional courtesy 2 

3 

~ 

~ --

J --
c;( 

.--., 

, 
'if 

-.!L 

~ 
/ 

---2 2 

tf d, 
--

3 ;( 

~. _I, 

~ 02. 

5 c2 

J.. ;Z 

2 

;. I 
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Failure to follow existing rules 
and tactics 

other 
" 

other 

other 

Explain: 

- Other: No good faith effort disclose. 

- Other: no loyalty to court. 

Other: No good faith effort. 

Other: -No-loyalty to court, 

- Every time counsel create non-substantive issues through 
trial techniques or personality problems costs increase. 

_J 2 

11. To what extent has ineffective case management by magistrate judges 
contributed to unnecessary delays or unreasonable costs? 

~ None 1 Slight ~ l10derate SUbstantial 

If you selected moderate or substantial, please select the 
appropriate response to the following court activitie~: 

Number of status conferences 

Far too many 
Somewhat too many 

~ Reasonable number 
.~ Somewhat too few 
-L_ Far too fe\-l 

Deadlines 

-' I 
~ 
-L 

Far too restrictive 
Somewhat too restrictive 
Reasonable 
Somewhat permissive 
Far to permissive 

Pre-motion conferences 

Far too many 
SomeHhat too many 
Reasonable number 
SomeHhat too few 
Far too fe\'l 

Extension of deadlines 

Far too restrictive 
Somewhat too restrictive 

Reasonable 
Somewhat permissive 
F.ar to permissi-"e 

Please indicate the. extent to which each of the following possible 
instances of ineffective case management by magistrate judges contributed to 

' yOU! assessment: 



" 

- -5--

substantially Moderately Sliqhtlv None 

Delays in entering 
scheduling orders 

Excessive time periods provided 
for in ,scheduling orders 

Failure to resolve discovery 
disputes promptly 

Failure to resolve other 
motions promptly 

Scheduling too many motions on 
different cases concurrently 

' Failur'e' to 'tailor disc-overy- to 
needs of the case 

Failure by magistrate judge to 
initiate settleme,nt discussions 

Inadequate supervision of settle
ment discussions 

Inadequate judicial preparation 
for conferences or proceedings 

Fai~ure to enforce scheduling 
order 

other 

other 

7 

- J 

/ 

/ 

3 

I 

J 

12, To what extent has ineffective case management 'by judges contributed to 
unnecessary delays or unreasonable costs? 

~ None 1 Slight . 3 I·10derate \ Substantial 
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If you selected moderate or substantial, please select the appropriate 
response for the following court activities: 

-. Number of status conferences 

Far too many 
Some\oJ'hat too many 

~ Reasonable number 
Somewhat too fe\oJ' 
Far too few 

Deadlines 

Far too restrictive 
Somewhat too restrictive 

---...:L Reasonable 
Somewhat permissive 
Far to permissive 

Pre-motion conferences 

Far too many 
I SomeHhat too many 
~ Reasonable number 

Some\-lhat too feH 
Far too fe'., 

Extension of deadlines 

Far too restrictive 
SomeHhat too restrictive 

Reasonable 
SomeHhat permissive 
Far to permissive 

Please indicate the extent to Hhich each of the following possible 
instances of ineffective case management by judges contributed to your 
assessment: 

Substantially Moderatelv Sliohtlv Hone 

Failure to enforce 
scheduling order 

Delays in entering scheduling 
orders 

Excessive time periods pro
vided for in scheduling orders 

Failure to resol~e discovery 
disputes promptly 

Failure to resolve other 
! motions promptly 

Scheduling too many motions on 
. different cases concurrently 

Failure to tailor discovery to 
needs of the case 

failure by judge to initiate 
settlement discussions 

I 3 

J 

_I 



" 

Inadequate supervision of 
settlement discussions 

", Inadequate judicial preparation 
for conferences or proceedings 

Failure by judge to assign 
reasonably prompt trial dates 

Failure of judge to meet 
assigned trial dates 

-7-

Fallu~e by judge to give sufficient 
advance notice of trial 

other 

Other 

other 

3 _/ 

I 

J J 

5 

The following questions describe solutions which have been implemented 
in other districts or are under active consideration to address concerns 
regarding unnecessary delays and unreasonable costs in federal civil 
litigation. with respect to each proposed solution, please indicate your 
opinion as to its effectiveness in expediting civil litigation or reducing its 
casts. 

This part of the form is not very informative because it 
doesn't provide space for negative feelings. I do have 
negative feelings about some of these proposals. 

Substantial 
effect 

Moderate Slioht Ho effect Ho 

13. Shorter time limits for 
tompleting the various 
states of litigation 

14. Requiring counsel to 
attempt to resolve issues 
before court intervention 

15. Requiring mandatory 
prefiling of mediations 3 

effect effect a_t __ a_ll ~ 

3 { 

1 5 I 

• I 



16. Permitting pre-motion 
conferences with the court 
on any motion at the 
~request of the any party 

17. Requiring pre-motion 
conferences with the 
court for the following 
categories of motions: 
Dispositive motions 
(dismissal,' summary 
judgment) 

Discovery motions 

other motions 

- -8--

I 

1 -, 
-- "Too" cOITiple"x and time consuffilng -( ~ 17)" -

18. Permitting the filing of 
procedural, non-dispositive 
motions (for example, motions 
to amend and motions to add 
parties) by letter rather if 
than formal motion and brief _-__ T_ 

19. Providing a 15 page limita
tion for memoranda of laH, 
except for good cause shmm 

Make it 2 cent pages. 

20. Requiring mandatory arbitra
tion of all disputes in which 
the amo~nt in controversy is 
less than: 

$100,000 

$200,000 

$1,000,000 

- Absolutely opposed to #20. 

- But at sacrifice of rights (as to ~20). 

£ 
5' 
3 

7 

It, 



~ .. 
'. 

21. Providing court-annexed 
mediation upon mutual 
consent of parties for 
some or all issues in 

. dispute 

22. Making available attorneys 
who are experts in the 
subject matters in dispute 
to evaluate claims and 
defenses ana to assist 
parties in settlement 
negotiations ("early 
neutral evaluation") 

23. Requiring attendance of 
parties and/or their 
'insu-rers at 'court 
settlement conferences 

24. Requiring Rule 11 sanctions 
motions to be separately 
filed and not appended 
to another motion 

25. Increased availability of 
telephone conferences with 
the court 

26. Requiring automatic 
disclosure of the followin~ 
information shortly after 
founder of issue: 

The identity of witnesses 
reasonable likely to have 
information which bears 
significantly upon claims, 
defenses or damages 

General description of 
documents relied uoon in 
preparing pleading; or 
contemplated to be used in 
support of the parties' 
allegations or calculation 
of damages-

Existence and ccntents of 
insurance agreements 

- -9-" 

3 :5 

/ 

/ 3 

'iL 10 / 

3 10 5' 

/ 



27. Requiring automatic 
disclosure prior to the 
final pre-trial conference 
of the qualifications, the 
opinions and the basis for 
those opinions of experts 
intended to be called as 
trial witnesses 

- -10--

q 
- Should be retained experts vrs. treating doctors. 

28. Conditioning grants by the 
court of broader discovery 
upon the shifting of costs 
in instances \·,here the burden 
of responding to such 
requests appears to be out 
of- proportion to the amounts
or issues in dispute 

- Absolutely opposed to #28. 

29. Defining the scope of 
permissible discovery by 
balancing the burden or 
expenses of the discovery 
against its likely benefit 

- Opposed. 

30. Assessing the costs of 
discovery motions on the 
losing party 

- Opposed. 

31. Providing less time for 
comnletion of discovery 

32. Requiring discovery 
relating to particular issues 
(e.g., venue, class certifica
tion) or a specified stage of 
the case (e.g. liability) to 
be completed before permitting 
discovery respecting other 
issues or-another stage (e.g., 
damages, experts) 3 

/ 

5 / 

7 / 

/ 

:J. 



... 
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33. Limiting the number of 
interrogatories presump
tively permitted 

34. ··Limiting the type of 
interrogatories (e.g., 
identification, contention) 
presumptively permitted at 
various states of discovery 

35. Limiting the number of 
depositions presumptively 
permitted 

36. Limiting the length of 
depositions presumptively 
permitted 

--11....:-

-
substantially Moderatelv Remained Moderately Substantiallv 

37. 

Imoroved Imoroved Unchanqed Worsened Worsened 

During the past 
three years, the 
costs and time it 
takes to litigate 
civil actions 
has: /3 

38. During the past three yeats, how many months (on average) has it taken 
from the time your CiVl.~·l cases ,..,ere ready for trial to the time that trial 
actually commenced? L_ months (or t11.t\J if not applicable) 

'-<.0 -. 
39. [Optional] If delay is a problem in the SuIA for disposing of civil 
cases, what additional suggestions or comments do you have for reducing those 
delays. 

- I have not had a problem with delay. 

- Legalize some drugs; expand drug treatment and dr~g education; 
drastically reduce the time and money spent on drug prosecutions; 
also appoint more federal judges; I also practice in the District 
of New Mexico, which has good rules on the page limit of briefs; 
the E.D. VA has an expedited docket-management system whi~h seems 
to ,..,ark '·le 11. 

- Magistrate be available for telephon~ conferences (status! 
discovery) J:1ore cfte:1; plaintiffs gen.erally need court I s 
intervention to get defendants to comply wlth discovery rules in 
good faith timely fashion; sanctions imposed for objections which 
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are interposed for delay and avoid discovery (see Dowell v .. Hobart, 
SDIA) . 

- The court should have mandatorx status conferences 60-90 days; 
inItial conference would cover first interrogatories and requests; 
court would rule - get things moving - and avoid the "gamesmanship" 
most defendants play; sanctions imposed for frivolous objections 
or failure to attend/make good faith eftort; require corporate 
counselor representative to be present. 

- I am opposed to the limitations in 20 and 28-36. This 
questionnaire doe's not ask about opposition. It appears 
screwed in that regard; the delay in our trial was because 
Judge Wolle had all of the asbestos cases interfering with 
the rescheduling of a trial date; Don't change a system which 
is not broken by putting impossible deadlines on litigants or 
taking away the right to trial by jury. 

- I do not feel delay is a problem, but I'ru sure all of our 
clients do. We need to consider all of the above to dispose 
of litigation in various stages, to cut the costs of 
litigation and get speedier justice. 

- Nothing really additional. Would emphasize that limiting 
interrogatory scope and deposition number and scope would 
really help in my op1n1on. Also, the judges should rule 
quicker and more definitively on dispositive or partially 
dispositive motions. Getting firmer and earlier noticed 
trial dates "lould really help, but I knm·, that's diff icul t. 
Arbitration/mediation is not the answer. Generally, SDIA 
is doing a real good job. 

More judges. 

40. [Optional] If costs associated with civil litigation 1n the SDIA are 
unreasonably high, whal additio[lal suggestions or comm2nts do you have for 
reducing those costs? 

- I ~ave not had a problem with unreasonably high costs. 

Discovery management c~nference within 90 days of answer/define 
scope of initial discovery and order parties to answer initial 
interrogatories and requests (no objections o~ general objections); 
then, regular status conferences every 60 days to keep case moving 

· and resolve ~isputes without constant letters/calls between counsel; 
Discovery has turned to gamesmanship with letters between counsel; 
plaintiff asks about one thing and answer ( by letter) comes about 
something else; objections to basic requests for i~formation are 
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- civil . 

- Patent, trademark and copyright. 

- En;;'ironmental and employment cases. 

- Large civil tax refund cases. 

- Large civil ections brought by the U.S. under CEReLA. 

- Personal injury/c~mrnercial litigation . 

Persona! injury, commercial litigation . 

- Business tort . 

. - .Compl.ex. . c~r:porate .!.itigat~on. 

- Personal injury, products, employment. 

- Product liability, first party bad faith, fraud and 
misrepresentation. 

- Complex civil litigation. 

- Civil, personal injury on premises of defendant. 

- Personal injury, business litigation. 

- Savings and loan litigation. 

- Products liability. 

SC:l:~0415601.92 



CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM ACT - ADVISORY GROUP 
SOIA ATTORlTEY SURVEY RESULTS 

Background Information 

1. ". For hm.;r many years have yo~ been practicing law? 11 Years. 

2. What percentage (estimated of your practice (of time spent) is devoted 
to civil litigation? zrL/ ~ 

3. During the past three years, what percentage (estimated) of your civil 
litigation practice was in the SOIA? 02~ % 

4. During the past three years, what percentage (estimated) of your civil 
litigation practice was in the NOlA? ~ % 

5. During the past three years, what percentage (estimated) of your civil 
litigation practice \vas in State District Courts? . £5' % 

6. How many practicing lawyers are there in your firm or organization? 
1&4 ;JIofe: WN-hec£/ ~+a.:f-e a:Horn-eys a Uetras€. fs Ol.q . 

7. What percentage (estimated) of your civil litigation practice consists 
of representing plaintiffs? :7fj7 % 

8. ~ihat percentage (estimated) of vour civil litigation practice consists 
of representing defendants? :zrt? % 

,The following questions pertain to your civil litigation experience in the 
SOIA during the past three years. 

8.5 Have you encountered unreasonable delays? Cf Yes 13 No ---
If yes, how much have each of the followihg contributed to these delays? 

None Sl iahtly Moderately Substantiall v 

Tactics of opposing counsel _f 1- -4- ~ 
Conduc~ of clients 2.. lL ~ .. -
"Conduct of insurers !i - -'- ot 

Personal or office practice 

!L ~ inefficiencies -L 
Judicial ine!ficiencies I 3 2 --

Rules of Practice 5 L --
9. Have you found such litigation to be unnecessarily costly? 

C1 Yes _l3-NO "Explain: 

I 



... 
" 

.. . 
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- No, not yet, but I can see the potential for it. 

A lengthy time it· takes to bring a case to trial in the SDIA seems 
t~.increase the cost of litiga~ion. 

- Need a discovery referee (magis) to promote quick dispute 
resolution in discovery; Defendants do not make good faith effort 
to respond to discovery requirement of ~ounsel making a good faith 
effort to resolve results in a paper game; court isn't much help. 

- Defendants ~ate litigation as costly for plaintiffs as possible; 
Corp defendants interpose frivolous objections resulting delay 
and paper games. -

- Failure to respor.d to discovery requests - stoneHalling. 

- Too much needless discovery; trial delays; courts resistance 
to folloH rules. 

- Unnecessary motions; Excessive depositions. 

- Depositions and expert fees are the most significant items. 

- Cost of experts, number of lat-lyers involved. 

- Much is products liability in character. This normally 
necessitates experts, their depositions and tests, etc. 

If yes, hOt'l much have each of the folloHing contributed to the 
unnecessary costs? Explain: 

- Disputes over discovery Hould be the largest potentia~ contributor. 

- Clients (corp & large orgs.) do not divulge information to counsel 
or counsel knm-TS but:. objects in all manner of obstructionist 
objections. 

- Defendants case run by a corporate counsel; don't tell local 
counsel truth -or tell them to object Hithout making good faith 
effort to comply ''lith FRCP' s. 

- A useless motion practice; or unnecessary discovery (fishing 
expeditionsj cause high costs; the courts failure to enforce 
rules requires duplication of efforts. 

None Sliahtly Moderately Substantial Iv 

Conduct of counsel I --

Conduct of clients ~ . 

-: . 

I. 
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Conduct of insurers ~ J J ~ 
Personal or office 
practice inefficiencies 2-. ~ -
Judicial inefficiencies ~ 3- ;;2 

Explain: 

(Conduct of insurers above unknown). Don't know extent of delay from 
unnecessary motions is from insurance carriers or defense counsel. 

10. To what ext eat have tactics of counsel contributed to unreasonable 
delays or unnecessary costs? 

:5 None LSlight ~Moderate 3 Substantial 

If you selected mQderate or substantial please indicate the extent to 
which each of the following tactics of counsel contributed to your assessment. 

Substantially Moderately Slightly None 

Unnecessary use of Interroga
tories 

Too many interrogatories 

Too .. many depositions 

Too many deposition questions 

Overbroad document requests 

Overbroad responses to document 
production requests 

Unavailability of witness or 
counsel 

Raising frivolous objections 

Failure to attempt in good faith 
to resolve issues without court 
intervention 

Unwarranted sanctions m~tions 

Lack of professional courtesy 

~ 
.1 

..2 

2 

d 

~ --

J 

a. 

.--.. 
--

1 
--

3-

., ~ ! 

l 

-2 2-
t-f ~ --

3 ~ 

~ -' 
~ 02. 

5 :< 

J.. ;( 

2 

-.£ 
~ .~ 
5 

/ 
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Failure to follow existing rules 
and tactics ;3 _J 

Other 
", 

Other 

Other 

Explain: 

- Other: No good fc;l.ith effort disclose. 

- Other: No loyalty to court. 

- Other: No good faith effort. 

- Other: No loyalty to court, 

Every time counsel create non-substantive issues through 
trial techniques or personality problems costs increase. 

11, To "'hat extent has ineffective case management by magistrate judges 
contributed to unnecessary delays or unreasonable costs? 

~ None ~ Slight ---.l Moderate Substantial 

If you selected moderate or substantial, please select the 
appropriate response to the follm'ling court activities: 

Number of status conferences 

-==- Far too many 
Some~,hat too many 
Reasonable number 
Somewhat too few 
Far too fe~., 

Deadlines 

Far too restrictive 
Some\'1hat too restrictive 
Reasonable 
Somewhat permissive 
Far to permissive 

Pre-motion conferences 

Far too many 
Somewhat too many 

jf Reasonable number 
Somewhat too few 
Far too fe\'1 

Extension of deadlines 

Far too restrictive 
Somewhat too restrictive 

Re3sonable 
Somewhat permissive 
Far to permissi'v'e 

Please indicate the extent to which each of the following possible 
instances of ineffective case management by magistrate judges contributed to 
your assessment: 

/ 
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Substantially t10derately Sliqhtly None 

Delays in entering 
7 scheduling orders 

" 

Excessive time periods provided 
I ~ for in ,scheduling orders - ---. 

Failure t o resolve discovery 
l disputes promptly ~ :2.. 

Failure to resolve other 
motions promptly J 3 ;;Z 

Scheduling too many motions on 
:2- 3 different cases concurrently -

Failure to tailor discovery to 
needs of the case :z ~- :< 

Failure by magistrate judge to 
2- I initiate settlement discussions 

Inadequate supervision of settle-
ment discussions 3 ~ 

Inadequate judicial preparatio:1 
J c2 -< for conferences or proceedings -

Failure to enforce scheduling 
or-der ~ oZ 

Other -
Other 

12 . To what extent has ineffective case management by judges contributed to 
unn'ecessary delays or unreasonable costs? 

~ None 1/ Slight .3 t'10derate Substantial 

/ 
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If you selected moderate or substantial, please select the appropriate 
response for the following court activities: 

'. Number of status conferences 

Far too many 
Some\'lhat too many 

~ Reasonable number 
Somewhat too few 
Far too few 

Deadlines 

Far too restrictive 
Somewhat too restrictive 

---..:L Reasonable 
Somewhat permissive 
Far to permissive 

Pre-motion conferences 

I 

~ 

Far too many 
Somewhat too many . 
Reasonable number 
Somewhat too few 
Far too fe'., 

Extension of deadlines 

Far too restrictive 
--d.... Somewhat too restrictive 
~ Reasenable 

Somewhat permissive 
Far to permissive 

please indicate the extent to which each of the following possible 
instances of ineffective case management by judges contributed to your 
assessment: 

Substantially Moderatelv Sliahtlv None 

Failure to enforce 
scheduling order 

Delays in entering scheduling 
orders 

Excessive time periods pro
vided for in scheduling orders 

Failure to resolve discovery 
disputes promptly 

~ailure to resolve other 
, motions promptly 

Scheduling' too many motions on 
- different cases concurrently 

Failure to tailor discovery to 
needs of the case 

failure by judge to initiate 
settlement discussions 

/ 3 

I 

-' 

I 
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Inadequate supervision of 
settlement discussions 

", Inadequate judicial preparation 
for conferences or proceedings 

Failure by judge to assign 
reasonably prompt trial dates 

Failure of judge to meet 
assigned trial dates 

-7-

Failure by judge to give sufficient 
advance notice of trial 

other 

Other 

Other 

3 _I 

I 

1 I 

5 

. --. 

The following questions describe solutions which have been implemented 
in other districts or are under active consideration to address concerns 
regarding unnecessary delays and unreasonable costs in federal civil 
litigation. with respect to each proposed solution, please indicate your 
opinion as to its effectiveness in expediting civil litigation or reducing its 
costs. 

- This part of the form is not very informative because it 
doesn't provide space for negative feelings. I do have 
negative feelings about some of these proposals. 

Substantial Moderate Sliqht 
effect effect effect 

13~ Shorter time limits for 
completing the various 

~ !L states of litigation 

14. Requiring counsel to 
attempt to resolve issues 

~ l 1 before court intervention 

15. RequirioEj mandatory 
2 3 ' ~ prefiling of mediations 

No effect No 
at all opin 

3 { 

5 I 

0 3 

I 



16. Permitting pre-motion 
conferences with the court 
on any motion at the 

" request of the any party 

17. Requiring pre-motion 
conferences with the 
court for the following 
categories of motions: 
Dispositive motions 
(dismissal~ summary 
judgment) 

Discovery motions 

other motions 

-8-

( 

1 -, 
- Too complex and time consuming (#17) 

18. Pe~mitting the filing of 
procedural, non-dispositive 
motions (for example, motions 
to amend and motions to add 
parties) by letter rather if 
than formal motion and brief _7_ 

19. ,Providing a 15 page limita
tion for memoranda of 1a\", 
except for good cause sho\-1fl 

- Make it"2 cent pages. 

20. Requiring mandatory arbitra
tion of all disputes in which 
the amount in controversy is 
l ,ess than: 

$100,000 

$200,000 

SI,OOO,OOO 

- Absolutely opposed to ~20. 

3 

- But at sacrifice of rights (as to ~20). 

/ 

7 

I 
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21- Providing court-annexed 
mediation upon mutual 
consent of parties for 
some or all issues in !L ~ <i oZ d? . dispute 

22. Making available attorneys 
who are experts in the 
subject matters in dispute 
to evaluate claims and 
defenses and to assist 
parties in settlement 
negotiations ("early 

3 ? 7 5 neutral evaluation") 

23. Requiring attendance of 
parties and/or their 
insurers at court £ / settlement conferences B 

24. Requiring Rule 11 sanctions 
motions to be separately 
filed and not appended / 3 ~ P 5' to another motion 

25. Increased availability of 
telephone conferences with 10 2 / the court 

26. Requiring automatic 
disci6sure of the following 
information shortly after 
founder of issue: 

The identity of witnesses 
reasonable likely to have 

-information which bears 
significantly upon claims, 3 10 5 ;) defenses or damages 

General description of 
documents relied upon in 
preparing pleadings or 
contemplated to be used in 
support of the parties' 
allegations or calculation 1 q. ~ / of damages 

Existence and contents of L L -'- !L 5 insurance agreements 



27. Requiring automatic 
disclosure prior to the 
final pre-trial conference 
of the qualifications, the 

'opinions and the basis for 
those opinions of experts 
intended to be called as 
trial witnesses 

-10-

q 
- Should be retained experts vrs. treating doctors. 

28. Conditioning grants by the 
court of broader discovery 
upon the shifting of costs 
in instances Hhere the burden 
of responding to such 
requests appears to be out 
of proportion to the amounts 
or issues in ,dispute 

- Absolutely opposed to #28. 

29. Defining the scope of 
permissible discovery by 
balancing the burden or 
expenses of . the discovery 
against its likely benefit 

- Opposed. 

30. Assessing the costs of 
discovery motions on the 
losing party 

- Opposed. 

31. Providing less time for 
completion of discovery 

32. ~equiring discovery 

-' -L 

relating to particular issues 
(e.g., venue, class certifica
tion) or a specified stage of 
the case (e.g. liability) to 
be completed before permitting 
discovery respecting other 
issues or: another stage (e.g., 3 
damages, experts) 

/ 

7 

7 

/ 

/ 

/ 

,
o 
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33. Limiting the number of 
interrogatories presump
tively permitted 

34. ~Limiting the type of 
interrogatories (e.g., 
identification, contention) 
presumptively permitted at 
various states of discovery 

35. Limiting the number of 
depositions presumptively 
permitted 

36. Limiting the length of 
depositions presumptively 
permitted 

-11-
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Substantially Moderatelv Remained ~oderately Substantially 

37. 

Improved Imoroved Unchanqed Worsened Worsened 

During the past 
three years, the 
costs and time it 
takes to litigate 
civil actions 
has: /3 

38. During the past three years, how many months (on average) has it taken 
from the time your CiVl~~ cases ,.,ere ready for trial to the time that trial 
actually commenced? L_ months (or rflAJ if not applicable) 

'-(~ ~ . 

39. [Optional] ·If delay is a problem in the SDL~ for disposing of civil 
cases, what additional suggestions or comments do you have for reducing those 
delays. 

-.1 have not had a problem with delay. 

- Legalize some drugs; expand drug treatment and dr~g education; 
drastically reduce the time and money spent on drug prosecutions; 
also appoint more federal judges; I also practice in the District 
of New Mexico, which has good rules on the page limit of briefs; 
the E.D. VA has an expedited docket-management system which seems 
to ,""ork \.Jell. 

- Magistrate be available for telephon~ conferences (status! 
discovery) ~ore often; plaintiffs generally need court's 
intervention to get defendants to comply wlth discovery rules in 
good faith timely fashion; sanctions imposed for objections which 
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are interposed for delay and avoid discovery (see Dowell v .. Hobart, 
SOIA) . 

- The court should have mandatorx status conferences 60-90 days; 
inItial conference would cover first interrogatories and requests; 
court would rule - get things moving - and avoid the "gamesmanship" 
most defendants play; sanctions imposed for frivolous objections 
or failure to attend/make good faith eftort; require co~porate 
counselor representative to be present. 

- I am opposed to the limitations in 20 and 28-36. This 
questionnaire does not ask about opposition. It appears 
screwed in that regard; the' delay in our trial was because 
Judge Wolle had all of the asbestos cases interfering with 
the rescheduling of a trial date; Don't change a system which 
is not broken by putting impossible deadlines on litigants or 
taking away the right to trial by jury. 

- I do not feel delay is a problem,. but I'm sure all of our 
clients do. We need to consider all of the above to dispose 
of litigation in various stages, to cut the costs of 
litigation and get speedier justice. 

Nothing really additional. would emphasize that limiting 
interrogatory scope and deposition number and scope would 
really help in my opinion. Also, the judges should rule 
quicker and more definitively on dispositive or partially 
dispositive motions. Getting firmer and earlier noticed 
trial dates \'lOuld really help, but I knmv that's dift icul t. 
Arbitration/mediation ~s not the answer. Generally, SDIA 
is doing a real good job.---

More judges. 

40. ' [Optional] If costs associated with civil litigation in the SOIA are 
unreasonably high, what additional suggestions or comments do you have for 
reducing those costs? 

- I have not had a problem with unreasonably high costs. 

Distovery management conference within 90 days of answer/define 
scope of initial discovery and order parties to answer initial 
interrogatories and requests (no objections or general objections); 
then, regular status conferences every 60 day~ to keep case moving 
and resolve-disputes without constant letters/culls between counsel; 
Discovery has turned to gamesmanship with letters between counsel; 
plaintiff asks about one thing and answer ( by letter) comes about 
something else; objections to basic requests fer i~formation are 

c 
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commonplace; then counsel must expend 60-90 days exchange proposals 
while local defense counsel checks with client/corporate counsel. 

- The court must take active part in managing discovery to keep case 
moving; periodic conferences Hould serve both sides and resolve 
impediments/unresponsive anSHers; expert issues and keep both sid~s 
focused on ultimate goal - to settle or try the dispute; defendant 
who knows it cannot hide information an~ drag the dispute out will 
settle sooner than one Hho }~OV1S continued expense and delay will 
"soften up" plaintiff and counsel! 

- Costs are high, but no unreasonably so; Telephonic/video depositions 
may help in some cases, but should be optional; Justice is too 
important to ration because it costs too much or because it involves 
juries; We must protect the jury system at all costs and He must 
protect the right to obtain information -- fully. 

- Increased use of sanctions for meritless positions and tactics; 
Increased use of partial summary judgments on laH issues; 
Imposition of attorneys fees on losing parties Hhere the case 
was without merit or nexatiously conducted. 

- This is not limited to SDIA but to all civil cases \vhere experts 
are used. There needs to be a limitation on the number of 
experts and "psuedo-experts " should be restricted. In addition, 
strict enforcement of limiting the expert to his/her written 
opinions provided before trial Hould shorten the deposition and 
reduce costs. 

- While I'm not requesting shorter trial and discovery scheduling, 
I believe a shorter track to .tTial, with less discovery, Hith 
pre-filing revieH and mandatory mediation with penalties for 
failure to reasonably settle would go a long ways toward 
effecting a better judicial process for our clients. -He spend 
too mrtch time seeking a method to achieve a goal compatible to 
our needs and too little toward achieving justice. Maybe I've 
become too cynical! 

- .Same as 39 above ("Hothing really additional ... " )'. vlould only 
add -the arbitration/mediation Hould only increase costs in my 
opinion. 

41. The type of case(s) I used as the data base for my respanse 1S: 

- Commercial litigation. 

- Highly varied. 

- Contract, tax. 
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- civil. 

- patent, trademark and copyright. 

- En'vironmental and employment ca'ses. 

Large civil tax refund cases . 

- Large civil actions brought by the u.s. under CERCLA. 

Personal injuty/commercial litigation. 

- Personal injury, commercial litigation. 

Business tort. 

- Complex corporate litigation . 

- Personal injury, products, employment . 

- Product liability, first party bad faith, fraud and 
misrepresentation. 

- Complex civil litigation. 

- Civil, personal injury on premises of defendant. 

- Personal injury, business litigation . 

- Savings and loan litigation. 

- Products liability . 

. . 


